List of Links in Stuff You Look blog for CEED Exam preparation

Start from here →
Complete CEED page
How to start and what to practice for CEED
Weekly timetable for CEED Strategic Prep
CEED Forum
CEED questions and doubts answered

Previous Papers Solutions:
Part - A Solutions
CEED 2018 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2017 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2016 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2015 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2014 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2013 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2012 Previous paper solutions

UCEED syllabus is almost similar CEED syllabus, except that some topics like paragraph comprehension etc are not that intensively asked in CEED, which sometimes happens in UCEED. Moreover, UCEED difficulty level is much higher than CEED. So, it’s a good practice to solve UCEED previous papers and mock tests too. Here I'm leaving the available solutions

UCEED 2018 Previous paper solutions
UCEED 2017 Previous paper solutions
UCEED 2016 Previous paper solutions
UCEED 2015 Previous paper solutions
Answer key to UCEED official sample question paper

Part - B Solutions

CEED 2014 Product design ideas
CEED 2013 Part B, design solutions
Product Design - Walking stick design
Cooker Problem analysis - Product Design
Bus stop problem identification and solutions
Three example problem analysis solutions from previous papers
Visualization and observation training

Resources and Material collections:

A comprehensive CEED Resource list (Some Downloadable materials included)
CEED Part A complete resources page
Complete architecture guide for Part A
Useful online webpage list
List of famous personalities
Tips on solving some Reasoning Ques
Solving no. of faces on solids
Tips to improve visualization and imagination – 3D solid manipulation
Step-by-step Animation process - improve visualization skills

Resources for Design (subjective) part

Image composition - tips for writing stories
Story board and poster making sites
User Interface design (UI) Basic principles and Rules
Tips for Exploded view drawing
Sketching – a beginner’s guide
Guide for Logo making – Visual communication
Initial tips for CEED exam smooth preparation

Solution to CEED design questions

**Videos**

Helpful videos for CEED

**Practice (Mock) tests for UCEED**

**Part - A Practice**

CEED Mock test 1
CEED Mock test 2
CEED Mock test 3
CEED Mock test 4
CEED Mock test 5

**For both CEED and UCEED**

Mock test 1
Mock test 2
Mock test 3
Old UCEED model practice questions

**Practice ques for UCEED**

Model aptitude and Numerical ques for UCEED

Previous CEED practice mock test

**Part - B Practice**

Design thoughts for everyday practice - 1
Design thoughts for everyday practice - 2
Design thoughts for everyday practice - 3

**Sketching/Design tips**

Sketching Practice

Step by step sketching examples
Perception - Sketching practice examples
Animals and Humans - Sketching practice examples
Products - Sketching practice examples
Texture - Sketching practice examples
Household - Sketching practice examples

Design Practice (avoiding mistakes)
Mistake in torch design sketch
Mistakes in design sketches - additional
Mistakes in ATM design problem with tips

General Topics
CEED one-month practice - priority topics
Big mistakes to avoid during CEED preparation - Some Motivation booster post
Is MDes best for you ? check yourself
Is coaching required for CEED/NID exam
Preferred institutions for MDes
All about MDes design streams
Organize timetable for CEED preparation
Tips to be careful while giving CEED exam
MDes CEED interview tips
Tips on making a Design Portfolio
My sample Design Portfolio for your reference

Some other topics - free
Creative ideas for CEED from websites
Design discussions and creative ideas

All the best 😊

Prepared by Bhanu Chander V